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The emergence of connections between telecommunications networks and the Internet
creates significant avenues for exploitation. For example, through the use of small volumes of targeted traffic, researchers have demonstrated a number of attacks capable of
denying service to users in major metropolitan areas. While such investigations have explored the impact of specific vulnerabilities, they neglect to address a larger issue - how
the architecture of cellular networks makes these systems susceptible to denial of service
attacks. As we show in this paper, these problems have little to do with a mismatch of
available bandwidth. Instead, they are the result of the pairing of two networks built on
fundamentally opposing design philosophies. We support this a claim by presenting two
new attacks on cellular data services. These attacks are capable of preventing the use of
high-bandwidth cellular data services throughout an area the size of Manhattan with less
than 200Kbps of malicious traffic. We then examine the characteristics common to these
and previous attacks as a means of explaining why such vulnerabilites are artifacts of
design rigidity. Specifically, we show that the shoehorning of data communications protocols onto a network rigorously optimized for the delivery of voice causes that network
to fail under modest loads.
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-With only 160 kbps, an adversary can block over 98% of
all cellular data service in Manhattan.
-This is only 30% of the bandwidth required to launch the
attacks on SMS, which is a much lower bandwidth service,
from our previous work.
-With 4950kbps, over 80% of voice and data can be
blocked.
-Our attacks are able to cripple cellular data networks
with traffic less than three orders of magnitude than the
network capacity.
-Something more significant must be playing a role.
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-Adding bandwidth helps, but only up to a point.
-Once paging messages can be sent instantaneously, connection
setup dominates the cost of delivering the first packet in a flow.

-Traditional data networks do not set up connections. Higher level protocols
manage “connections” between endpoints.
-Cellular networks, on the other hand, expend significant effort to ensure
that mobile devices are ready and listening to the network.
-While this assumption was valid when the cost of setup could be amortized
over the lifetime of a phone call, it does not hold when dealing with data.
-Because a single packet can be a legitimate flow, an adversary can always
force the network to undertake the extremely expensive connection setup
operations.
-Accordingly, it is the conflict in design philosophy between cellular and
traditional data networks that makes these attacks feasible.
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